
2.2.10. Direct methods in macromolecular
crystallography

2.2.10.1. Introduction

Protein structures cannot be solved ab initio by traditional direct
methods (i.e., by application of the tangent formula alone).
Accordingly, the first applications were focused on two tasks:

(a) improvement of the accuracy of the available phases
(refinement process);

(b) extension of phases from lower to higher resolution (phase-
extension process).

The application of standard tangent techniques to (a) and (b) has
not been found to be very satisfactory (Coulter & Dewar, 1971;
Hendrickson et al., 1973; Weinzierl et al., 1969). Tangent methods,
in fact, require atomicity and non-negativity of the electron density.
Both these properties are not satisfied if data do not extend to atomic
resolution �d � 2 A

� �. Because of series termination and other errors
the electron-density map at d � 2 A

�
presents large negative regions

which will appear as false peaks in the squared structure. However,
tangent methods use only a part of the information given by the
Sayre equation (2.2.6.5). In fact, (2.2.6.5) express two equations
relating the radial and angular parts of the two sides, so obtaining a
large degree of overdetermination of the phases. To achieve this
Sayre (1972) [see also Sayre & Toupin (1975)] suggested
minimizing (2.2.10.1) by least squares as a function of the phases:
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Even if tests on rubredoxin (extensions of phases from 2.5 to 1.5 Å
resolution) and insulin (Cutfield et al., 1975) (from 1.9 to 1.5 Å
resolution) were successful, the limitations of the method are its
high cost and, especially, the higher efficiency of the least-squares
method. Equivalent considerations hold for the application of
determinantal methods to proteins [see Podjarny et al. (1981); de
Rango et al. (1985) and literature cited therein].

A question now arises: why is the tangent formula unable to solve
protein structures? Fan et al. (1991) considered the question from a
first-principle approach and concluded that:

(1) the triplet phase probability distribution is very flat for
proteins (N is very large) and close to the uniform distribution;

(2) low-resolution data create additional problems for direct
methods since the number of available phase relationships per
reflection is small.

Sheldrick (1990) suggested that direct methods are not expected
to succeed if fewer than half of the reflections in the range 1.1–1.2 Å
are observed with �F� � 4���F�� (a condition seldom satisfied by
protein data).

The most complete analysis of the problem has been made by
Giacovazzo, Guagliardi et al. (1994). They observed that the
expected value of � (see Section 2.2.7) suggested by the tangent
formula for proteins is comparable with the variance of the �
parameter. In other words, for proteins the signal determining the
phase is comparable with the noise, and therefore the phase
indication is expected to be unreliable.

2.2.10.2. Ab initio direct phasing of proteins

Section 2.2.10.1 suggests that the mere use of the tangent formula
or the Sayre equation cannot solve ab initio protein structures of
usual size. However, even in an ab initio situation, there is a source
of supplementary information which may be used. Good examples
are the ‘peaklist optimization’ procedure (Sheldrick & Gould, 1995)
and the SIR97 procedure (Altomare et al., 1999) for refining and
completing the trial structure offered by the first E map.

In both cases there are reasons to suspect that the correct structure
is sometimes extracted from a totally incorrect direct-methods
solution. These results suggest that a direct-space procedure can
provide some form of structural information complementary to that
used in reciprocal space by the tangent or similar formulae. The
combination of real- and reciprocal-space techniques could there-
fore enlarge the size of crystal structures solvable by direct
methods. The first program to explicitly propose the combined
use of direct and reciprocal space was Shake and Bake (SnB), which
inspired a second package, half-bake (HB). A third program, SIR99,
uses a different algorithm.

The SnB method (DeTitta et al., 1994; Weeks et al., 1994;
Hauptman, 1995) is the heir of the cosine least-squares method
described in Section 2.2.8, point (4). The function

R��� �
�

j Gj�cos�j � D1�Gj��2
�

j Gj
,

where � is the triplet phase, G � 2�EhEkEh	k���N�1�2 and
D1�x� � I1�x��I0�x�.

R��� is expected to have a global minimum, provided the
number of phases involved is sufficiently large, when all the phases
are equal to their true values for some choice of origin and
enantiomorph. Thus the phasing problem reduces to that of finding
the global minimum of R��� (the minimum principle).

SnB comprises a shake step (phase refinement) and a bake step
(electron-density modification), the second step aiming to impose
phase constraints implicit in real space. Accordingly, the program
requires two Fourier transforms per cycle, and numerous cycles.
Thus it may be very time consuming and it is not competitive with
other direct methods for the solution of the crystal structures of
small molecules. However, it introduced into the field the
tremendous usefulness of intensive computations for the direct
solution of complex crystal structures.

Owing to Sheldrick (1997), HB does most of its work in direct
space. Random atomic positions are generated, to which a modified
peaklist optimization process is applied. A number of peaks are
eliminated subject to the condition that

� �Ec���E0�2 � 1� remains
as large as possible (only reflections with �E0� � �Emin� are involved,
where �Emin� 
 1�4). The phases of a suitable subset of reflections
are then used as input for a tangent expansion. Then an E map is
calculated from which peaks are selected: these are submitted to the
elimination procedure.

Typically 5–20 cycles of this internal loop are performed. Then a
correlation coefficient (CC) between �E0� and �Ec� is calculated for
all the data. If the CC is good (i.e. larger than a given threshold),
then a new loop is performed: a new E map is obtained, from which
a list of peaks is selected for submission to the elimination
procedure. The criterion now is the value of the CC, which is
calculated for all the reflections. Typically two to five cycles of this
external loop are performed.

The program works indefinitely, restarting from random atoms
until interrupted. It may work either by applying the true space-
group symmetry or after having expanded the data to P1.

The SIR99 procedure (Burla et al., 1999) may be divided into two
distinct parts: the tangent section (i.e., a double tangent process
using triplet and quartet invariants) is followed by a real-space
refinement procedure. As in SIR97, the reciprocal-space part is
followed by the real-space refinement, but this time this last part is
much more complex. It involves three different techniques: EDM
(an electron-density modification process), the HAFR part (in which
all the peaks are associated with the heaviest atomic species) and
the DLSQ procedure (a least-squares Fourier refinement process).
The atomicity is gradually introduced into the procedure. The entire
process requires, for each trial, several cycles of EDM and HAFR:
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